The method of obtaining the set of noncanonical hypercomplex number systems by conversion of infinite hypercomplex number system to finite hypercomplex number system depending on multiplication rules and factorization method is described. Systems obtained by this method starting from the 3 rd dimension are noncanonical. The obtained systems of even dimension can be re-factorized. As a result of it hypercomplex number system of two times less dimension are got.
Introduction
Hypercomplex data presentation form is widely used for increasing algorythms performance in different areas of science and technology. Canonical hypercomplex number systems (HNS) are used more often; here belong complex, double and dual numbers, quaternions etc[1]. It is possible that different noncanonical hypercomplex number systems can be used either for some tasks for better algorythms performance or, as in cryptographic algorythms, to increase their complexity to prevent data hacking, depending on selected number systems [2] [3] .
A number system is considered canonical if each multiplication of every basic element pair is equal to one of the basic elements with the coefficient from . Providing that one of such basic elements multiplication is a sum of two or more summands and/or with the coefficient out of } 1 ; 0 ; 1 { + − , the HNS is called noncanonical [1] . It is very important for noncanonical HNS applicability investigation to build the upper mentioned systems. In general, noncanonical HNS are built via iterations through structure constants of the basic elements in the multiplication table cells. Considering this, the constraint is set on the range values of structure constants, the unit element presence and type, and linear independence of basic elements. In addition, there is a method for getting the noncanonical HNS set that are isomorphic for the given number system via iterations through linear equation coefficients [4-5].
Factorization method of infinite hypercomplex number system
Let us consider the way of getting noncanonical hypercomplex number systems set, such as conversion the infinite HNS to finite HNS depending on specific multiplication rules and factorization method.
Let Γ be discrete countable set with infinite basis
The involution operation* introduced for this set is as follows:
There is a basic element Γ ∈ 1 e , such that Γ set is a hypercomplex system which can be both discrete and continuous under the conditions (1)- (3) .
Conversion of the infinite HNS to finite HNS will be done considering the conditions of commutativity and the positivity of structure constants:
We will build the infinite hypercomplex system, from which subsequently factoring out the specific subgroup we will receive hypercomplex number systems of finite dimension.
It is given group
Next step is to factor Ζ group by the subgroup V and obtain a set
this set the multiplication rules (convolution) shall be defined.
If convolution for Ζ group is
or, taking into account Ζ group features, we have the relation:
The relation holds
From the relations listed above:
Then the convolution (9) considering (10) will be:
With the infinite hypercomplex system and convolution we select subgroups for which the factorization will be done. 
etc. It should be noted, that each subgroup is infinite, and the number of subgroups is countable. . As a result we will get another one HNS of the third dimension: 1 e e . As a result the HNS of the third dimension is got (Table 9 ). 
Analysis of obtained hypercomplex number systems
etc, that is, the subgroups, the elements of which are multiples of 2, can be re-factorized. Thus, we will get the HNS of two times less dimension.
Conclusions
The method of conversion the infinite hypercomplex system to finite noncanonical hypercomplex number system by factorization methods is shown. Factorization of infinite hypercomplex number system by infinite subgroups is investigated with the following . The obtained finite systems, starting with third dimension, are noncanonical. Obtained systems of even dimensions (2, 4, 6, 8…) can be refactorized. As a result, the hypercomplex system of two times less dimension is got.
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